Chapter 5

Computational Auditory Scene Analysis

5.1. Introduction

Until recently, the study of auditory processes has been mainly focused on perceptual qualities such as the pitch, loudness or timbre of a sound produced by a single source. Experimentations in psychoacoustics have brought to the fore a relationship between the physical properties of a sound and the feelings which it conveys; the physiological mechanisms underlying this relationship have been sketched. Models of auditory processes have been designed, which are based on the acoustic wave or its spectrum.

Unfortunately, the audio sources around us are rarely active in isolation. We live in a cacophony of superimposed voices, sounds and noise, the resulting spectrum of which is completely different from that of a single source. Each of our ears receives sound waves originating from a multitude of sources. However, it is generally possible to focus one’s attention on a specific source and perceive its loudness, its pitch, its timbre, and understand what is being said (when dealing with a speech source), in spite of the presence of competing sounds. Conventional models, which have been designed for isolated sounds, are not powerful enough to account for the perception of multiple sources.

In his day, Helmholtz wondered how we could perceive individual qualities of instruments when they were played together [HEL 77]. But it is with the works of Bregman that auditory scene analysis (or ASA) became a research topic in itself [BRE 90]. For Bregman, the study of the emergence of subjective sources (or
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streams) is central, as it logically comes before the determination of their individual qualities. Bregman’s ASA is a transposition of visual scene analysis principles into the field of audition.

Figure 5.1. Visual scene analysis. On the left, the fragments are not organized. On the right, the presence of a masking shape enables their grouping on a perceptual basis. ASA searches for similar principles for organizing the auditory world (after [BRE 90])

Along with the development of computer science and artificial intelligence, attempts have been made to develop computational auditory scene analysis (CASA) [BRO 92a, COO 91, ELL 96, LYO 83, MEL 91, WAN 95, WEI 85]. CASA models have a twofold ambition: 1) to describe and explain perceptual processes and 2) to solve practical problems, such as noise removal in a speech recognition system. The influence of computational vision research, in particular the work of Marr [MAR 82] has played a key role.

The concept of the CASA model suffers from some ambiguity. For the modeling of perceptual processes, it is not easy to define the border between CASA models and other models, as computational modeling has become quite traditional in several domains. Viewed as a signal processing approach, the specificities and advantages of CASA modeling over other techniques are not completely straightforward. By aiming at being a good auditory model and a useful approach, the CASA model runs the risk of reaching neither of these two objectives. Nevertheless, the CASA approach can be fruitful, provided the difference is clearly made between the model and the method, especially when they are evaluated. The insistence in designing a full (and therefore complex) system is a good remedy against the potential reductionism of psychoacoustic models. From a practical viewpoint, applications such as speech recognition need to replicate the noise tolerance ability of the human auditory system. Interesting developments have recently been coming from the CASA approach, in particular the missing feature theory [COO 94, COO 97, LIP 97, MOR 98].
5.2. Principles of auditory scene analysis

5.2.1. Fusion versus segregation: choosing a representation

In the framework of ASA, the notions of fusion and separation are often used. Fusion corresponds to situations when some features are attributed to the same audio source (or stream) whereas segregation happens when they are distributed over several sources. To give full meanings to these terms, an internal representation composed of auditory cues must be hypothesized, in which the cues from the various sources can be separated from one another. This may mean a representation of the physical stimulus in the time domain, in the frequency domain or in any one of the various time-frequency representations. Alternatively, a physiological representation can be considered (cochlea-based filter banks, neural coincidence networks, etc.), from which the auditory system is able to extract elements pertaining to each source.

In fact, psychoacousticians use a third type of representation when they describe a stimulus in terms of synthesis parameters (duration, amplitude, frequency or instantaneous phase for each component). This is not exactly a time-frequency representation in the conventional sense, as no representation of this type can provide such an accurate description on the time and frequency axes simultaneously. For example, let us consider a stimulus composed of several sine functions modulated in frequency. In the synthesis operation, the instantaneous frequency is perfectly specified but there is no general method for retrieving these parameters from the stimulus. A time-frequency analysis may provide an approximate estimation, but not a unique exact value that would correspond precisely to the idealistic description of psychoacoustics.

This causes considerable confusion. The principles of ASA have been stated by psychoacousticians in terms of synthesis parameters. On the other hand, the CASA model does not have access to this idealistic representation and must deal with what can be extracted from the signal. Many “good ideas” in terms of idealistic representations go flat when they are applied in practice. Revealing these difficulties is one of the merits of the CASA approach.

5.2.2. Features for simultaneous fusion

While keeping in mind the abovementioned restrictions, let us consider a stimulus “formed” of a given number of components. We could expect that the auditory system attributes them to a single source, as a sonometer or a speech recognition system would do. Our experience shows that this is not always the case: in general, we “separate the components” of the stimulus and attribute part of them
to each source. The following question thus arises: as, in some cases, the components from distinct sources are separable (by segregation), why are they sometimes perceived as being grouped (fusion)? Fusion and segregation are two sides of a same coin. What are the acoustic features that trigger either one?

Harmonicity. A harmonic relationship between components favors their fusion. This is the case when the stimulus is periodic (voiced speech, some musical instruments, etc.). On the contrary, when the stimulus is inharmonic (“polyperiodicity” [MAR 91]), it seems to contain several sources. Concurrent vowels or voices are easier to understand if they follow distinct harmonic series, i.e. if their fundamental frequencies $F_0$ are different.

Envelope coherence, attack synchronicity. If individual components start simultaneously and their amplitude varies coherently, they tend to be fused. Conversely, an attack asynchrony favors segregation. This is an example of the more general principle known as common fate.

Binaural correlation. If the components of a source all have the same binaural relationship, their fusion is favored. A difference in the binaural relationship between a target sound and a masking sound favors the perception of the target sound.

Coherent frequency modulation. This is another example of the common fate principle. If the time-frequency representation is viewed as a picture, the components with coherent modulation should form a pattern and emerge from the static components or from those with incoherent modulation.

All these features have been proposed and implemented with more or less success in some CASA systems.

5.2.3. Features for sequential fusion

Similarly to simultaneous fusion, we could imagine that sounds which follow one another over time are always attributed to the same source (fusion). This is not the case: in some situations, the auditory system divides a sequence of sounds into several distinct streams (segregation). Each stream then seems to evolve independently. Each of them can be chosen and “isolated” by attention. The order of the sounds within a given stream can be distinguished, but not from one stream to another. This phenomenon is exploited in Bach’s fugues to create the illusion of several melodic lines with a single instrument. Among the features which determine fusion and segregation, let us mention:

– frequency proximity: a sequence of pure sounds with close frequencies tends to fuse into a single stream. The sounds form distinct streams if frequencies are far apart;
– repetitiveness: segregation trends are reinforced by the duration and the repetitiveness of stimuli;

– repetition rate: presenting sound sequences at a fast rhythm favors segregation. A slower rhythm favors fusion;

– timbre similarity: a sequence of sounds with a common timbre tends to favor fusion. Sounds with very different timbres are less likely to fuse and it is difficult to determine their time order.

On the basis of this enumeration, we could expect that, because of its many discontinuities in amplitude, timbre, etc., speech is not perceived as a coherent stream. Paradoxically, this is not the case: a voice keeps its coherence despite these discontinuities.

5.2.4. Schemes

The previously mentioned features depend on the signal and underlie what is called primitive fusion. The corresponding mechanisms are automatic and unintentional. They do not depend on any training or cognitive context. Situations also exist where the fusion is based on learned schemes, on abstract regularities or on the subject’s state of mind. The distinction between primitive versus scheme-based fusion is to be put in parallel with the bottom-up versus top-down processes in artificial intelligence.

5.2.5. Illusion of continuity, phonemic restoration

When a short noise is superimposed upon a continuous tone, the tone seems to continue “behind” the noise. The same impression is observed even if the tone is interrupted during the noise, provided the latter is loud enough. This is called the illusion of continuity. Similarly, with speech, if a phoneme is replaced by a relatively loud noise, the missing phoneme is perceived as if it were still present. This is the phonemic restoration phenomenon. The “restored” phoneme can vary according to the context (for instance, a stimulus such as “eel” becomes “wheel”, “peel”, “meal”, etc., according to the semantic context). Quite surprisingly, it is almost impossible to tell which of the restored phrase’s phonemes was missing.
5.3. CASA principles

5.3.1. Design of a representation

The analogy with visual scene analysis, on which ASA is based, assumes the existence of a “representation”, the richness of which is comparable to the 3D space for objects or the 2D space for images (Marr uses the term 2½D to designate the enriched representation stemming from binocular vision and other perception mechanisms related to depth [MAR 82]). As the acoustic wave is of low dimensionality, the CASA model starts by synthesizing an enriched representation.

5.3.1.1. Cochlear filter

The conventional CASA model starts with a filter bank. In principle, these filters conform to what is known on cochlear filtering. In practice, a wide variety of filter banks has been proposed, according to the priority decided by the designer on the proximity to a physical model of the cochlea, the conformity with physiological recordings or psychological data, the ease of implementation, etc. Currently, the most popular filter is the gammatone filter, which is relatively realistic and easy to implement [COO 91, HOL 88, PAT 92, SLA 93]. The filters of a cochlear filterbank model are generally of constant width (in Hz) up to 1 kHz. Above this frequency, their width is proportional to their central frequency. An additional delay may be added to the output of the channels so as to compensate for the group-delay differences, and “align” their impulse responses.
Figure 5.2. Activity of a group of auditory nerve fibers, for a cat, in response to the synthetic syllable [da]. Cochlear filtering and transduction models try to reproduce this type of response. The progressive delay for low frequency channels (top) due to the propagation time in the cochlea is usually compensated for in the model (after [SHA 85])

5.3.1.2. Transduction

The mechanical vibration of the basilar membrane governs the probability of discharge of the auditory nerve fibers which synapse to the inner hair cells.

This process may be modeled with varying degrees of realism:

– since a probability is positive, the transduction shows properties similar to the one of a half-wave rectifier;

– transduction also has compressive properties which can be modeled by a simple instantaneous non-linearity (logarithm, cubic root, etc.), or by an adaptive mechanism: automatic gain control [HOL 90, LYO 82, LYO 84, PAT 92, SEN 85] or hair cell model [MED 86, MED 88];

– in the models by Lyon [LYO 82, LYO 84] and Holdsworth [HOL 90], the gain for each channel varies according to the activity within a time-frequency neighborhood. The physiological basis of this process is unclear, but it has the
favorable effect of reinforcing the contrast of the representation in the frequency domain (this is an example of confusion between a model and a method). Some other models go further and incorporate an explicit mechanism of spectral and/or temporal differentiation, an example of which is the LIN (lateral inhibitory network) of Shamma [SHA 85];

– non-linear transduction is usually followed by low-pass filtering (time-domain smoothing). Depending on the model, this filtering operation is either light (small time-constant) and represents the loss of synchronization observed physiologically in the high frequencies (between 1 and 5 kHz), or more severe, so as to eliminate the periodic structure of voiced speech and to obtain a stable spectrum over time.

The output of the filter/transduction module can be seen either as a sequence of short-term spectra, or as a set of parallel channels each carrying a filtered version of the signal. This is a high-dimensional representation which is a first step towards a favorable substrate for scene analysis.

5.3.1.3. Refinement of the time-frequency pattern

Nevertheless, the output of the filter/transduction module does not have the ideal characteristics of the representation which has been used for synthesis (see section 5.2.1): it tends to lack frequency and/or temporal resolution. The LIN network proposed by Shamma and mentioned above reinforces the spectral contrast [SHA 85]. Deng proposes the cross-correlation between neighboring channels in order to reinforce the formants’ representation [DEN 88]. Synchrony strands by Cooke lead to a representation which is close to a sum of sine curves and which is well adapted for applying ASA principles (continuity of each strand, common fate, harmonicity, etc.) [COO 91]. These techniques can be interpreted as attempts to extract from the signal a representation close to the ideal representation which is used by psychoacousticians, according to the formulation of ASA’s principles.
5.3.1.4. Additional dimensions

If the time-domain smoothing is not too severe, the temporal structure of each channel stemming from the filter/transduction module can be exploited, leading to an enrichment of the representation with additional dimensions. Inspired by the binaural interaction model put forward by Jeffress, Lyon proposes to calculate the cross-correlation function between the channels from each ear [LYO 83]. Compared to a traditional time-frequency representation, this representation contains an additional dimension: the interaural delay. Maxima can appear at different positions along this dimension, corresponding to the azimuths of the various sources. Lyon samples the representation in terms of sections parallel to the frequency axis in order to isolate a particular source [LYO 83]. Similar attempts have been made since [BOD 96, PAT 96].

Another dimension comes into play if the autocorrelation function is calculated for each channel. This idea was originally proposed by Licklider in order to estimate the period in a perceptive pitch model [LIC 59]. In response to a periodic stimulus (as in voiced speech), maxima arise at locations corresponding to the period (and multiples of the period). This principle can be exploited in order to separate concurrent voice correlates. In response to several periodic stimuli (voices), some
channels may be dominated by one voice and others by another voice. By selecting channels according to the dominant periods, it is possible to isolate voices. Proposed by Weintraub [WEI 85], this idea was revisited by Mellinger [MEL 91], Meddis and Hewitt [MED 92], Brown [BRO 92a], Lea [LEA 92] and Ellis [ELL 96].

Figure 5.4. Autocorrelation pattern corresponding to a mixture of vowels ([i] at 100 Hz and [o] at 112 Hz). Each line corresponds to one of the channels of the peripheral filter. Each channel is assigned to a vowel as a function of its dominant periodicity (after [LEA 92])

Autocorrelation analyzes each channel with a sharp time-resolution, making it possible to resolve periodicity for the speech formants. However, the fine structure also reflects the resonance of the cochlear filters, which does not tell much about the signal. A time-domain smoothing operation enables the removal of the fine structure and (hopefully) retains only the modulations reflecting the fundamental period. These modulations can then be evaluated by autocorrelation or by other methods: zero-crossing [COO 91], Fourier transform [MEY 96, MEY 97]. The modulation spectrum of various parameters (physiological features, LPC coefficients, cepstral coefficients, etc), considered to be temporal sequences, has recently created a strong interest, in particular in the field of speech recognition [GRE 96, HER 94, KAN 98, NAD 97].

Among other transformations, let us mention the frequency transition map by Brown and the onset maps by Mellinger, Brown or Ellis, which aim at localizing abrupt time changes that may correspond to the beginning of a sound [BRO 92a, ELL 96, MEL 91].

Each additional dimension enriches the representation. If the acoustic pressure at one ear is dependent on one dimension (the time), the set of peripheral channels is dependent on two dimensions (time, frequency). When taken into account, the binaural correlation and the autocorrelation (or the modulation spectrum) lead to
four dimensions: time, frequency, interaural delay and modulation frequency. This “dimensional explosion” is motivated by the hope that cues for concurrent sounds will become separable if the dimensionality is high enough.

Figure 5.5. Frequency transition map corresponding to a speech signal (same segment as in Figure 5.3). The arrows indicate the orientation estimated by a time-frequency orientation filter bank (after [BRO 93])

5.3.1.5. Basic abstractions

Most CASA models start with rich, weakly constrained representations (see previous section), and then try to organize information as basic objects, following for example the ASA principles. Synchrony strands proposed by Cooke [COO 91] result from the application of a time continuity constraint to the components in the spectral representation. The principle of harmonicity grouping translates into periodicity groups in Cooke and Brown’s approach [COO 92] or into wefts in Ellis’ work [ELL 96]. The principle of attack synchrony is used by Brown to form auditory objects [BRO 92a].

5.3.1.6. Higher-order organization

The organization process carries on hierarchically, until the complete partition of the information into sources is obtained. Some models use a purely bottom-up (data-driven) process, while other models claim a more complex, top-down strategy calling for artificial intelligence techniques [ELL 96, GOD 97, KAS 97, NAK 97]. The drawback of complex strategies is twofold: they are opaque
and they tend to react catastrophically – in the sense that a small disruption of the
system’s input conditions may produce large changes of its state. However, they are
essential for handling the whole set of information sources and hypotheses which
take place in the organization of an auditory scene.

5.3.1.7. Schemes

Most CASA systems are data-driven and rely on ASA principles of the primitive
type. Top-down approaches, relying on scheme-based ASA principles, are rare. It is
worth mentioning Ellis’ proposal to use a speech recognition system in order to
guide auditory scene analysis [ELL 97]. When the speech component of the auditory
scene is recognized, its contribution to the scene can be determined and the rest of
the scene can be analyzed more accurately.

5.3.1.8. The problem of shared components

Whatever the richness and dimensionality of the representation, it may be that
the assignment of a given element is ambiguous. Strategies vary depending on
whether they assign this element to one source only (exclusive allocation), to both
sources (duplex assignment) or to none at all. It is also possible to split the element
according to some continuity criterion in the time or frequency domain [WEI 85].
Such a split can be seen as a failure of the representation, which has not succeeded
in partitioning the acoustic information into atomic elements assignable to each
source.

5.3.1.9. The problem of missing components

Theoretical reasons (that are unfortunately confirmed in practice) tell us that it is
impossible to reach perfect separation in each and every situation. For instance, too
close frequency components will be confused and assigned to one of the sources at
the expense of another. Such masked or uncertain portions will be missing in the
representation of the separated sources. Two approaches are possible to address this
problem: 1) to re-create the missing information by interpolation or extrapolation
from the acoustic or cognitive context [ELL 96, MAS 97]; or 2) to mark the
corresponding portion as missing and to ignore it in the subsequent operations, for
instance by assigning a zero weight in the pattern recognition step [COO 97, LIP 98,
MOR 98].

The first approach, sometimes motivated by an over-literal interpretation of the
notion of phonemic restoration, may be justified when re-synthesis is intended. The
second approach is preferable in speech recognition applications.
5.4. Critique of the CASA approach

The CASA approach is fertile, but it has weaknesses and pitfalls which need to be identified in order to be avoided.

5.4.1. Limitations of ASA

ASA is based on the concept that an auditory scene can be treated as a visual scene and that the Gestalt principles can be transposed from the vision domain, provided an adequate representation is chosen and a few adjustments are made to take into account the specificities of the acoustic domain. This idea can however lead to erroneous intuitions.
For example, let us consider harmonicity, which is a key grouping principle in ASA and is widely used in CASA models. ASA would state that spectral or temporal regularities of a harmonic target constitute a pattern which is easy to extract from the background (typically inharmonic or with a different fundamental frequency). Harmonicity would confer to a target some sort of texture which would facilitate its identification. This is not the case: many experiments show that the harmonicity of the background (or masking sound) does indeed facilitate segregation, but the harmonicity of the target has hardly any effect [DEC 95, DEC 97b, LEA 92, SUM 92c]. It can also been shown that the target’s harmonicity is of limited usefulness in separating concurrent voices in a speech recognition task, and is less useful for the target than for the interference signal [DEC 93b, DEC 94].

![Figure 5.7. The frequency modulation incoherence between two concurrent sources is exploited by the music analysis system (by [MEL 91]). Psychoacoustic experiments have shown however that this information is not used by the auditory system. This is an example where a CASA system exploits a Gestalt principle (common fate of the frequencies) that may not actually be used by the auditory system](image)

A second example is the Gestalt principle of common fate, which would mean that a spectrum made of components that vary in parallel (coherent frequency modulation) form a particular pattern which is especially easy to distinguish from a static background, or a background that would vary differently. Modulating a target which is not coherent with the background should thus facilitate its identification.
Once again, this is not the case: experiments show that frequency modulation has barely no other effect than the instantaneous $F_0$ differences induced by the modulation [CAR 94, DAR 95, DEM 90, MAR 97, MCA 89, SUM 92b].

One more example: the quality of a target’s binaural correlation governs the accuracy with which it can be localized. We may think that this facilitates its segregation, whatever the nature of the background. Here again, this is not the case: segregation depends on the binaural correlation of the masking sound and not of the target. A well correlated masking sound is easy to cancel [COL 95, DUR 63]. Curiously, it is not necessary that the correlation be consistent across the various frequency channels [CUL 95].

5.4.2. The conceptual limits of “separable representation”

As mentioned above, the purpose of the initial, enriched representation is to allow correlates of different sources to be perceptually separated, by assigning elements of the representation to one source or another. However this goal is not always attained. Many authors have been confronted with the need to split elements of the representation, such as channels of a filterbank, and share them between sources [COO 91, ELL 96, PAR 76, WEI 85]. We may thus wonder whether the separable representation is in itself necessary. For example, the authors of [DEC 97b] have shown that Meddis and Hewitt’s model [MED 92], that operates on a separable frequency-delay-time representation, could not explain all the $F_0$ difference effects on vowel segregation. Conversely, a model that operates on the time structure of nervous discharges in each frequency channel accounts well for segregation phenomena [DEC 97b]. This model performs better, but does not use a separable representation. Another example is the estimation of the fundamental frequencies of simultaneous sounds (for instance, the notes played by instruments which play together), which can be achieved without resorting to a separable representation of the time-frequency or autocorrelation type [DEC 93a, DEC 98].

Separable time-frequency-correlation representations, or the like, are often needed in CASA models. However, they are neither a panacea, nor a must, for auditory organization tasks.

5.4.3. Neither a model, nor a method?

The CASA approach offers a fertile and open field for new experiments, ideas, models and methods. This is not risk free. At best, the CASA specialist is well versed in the auditory sciences (psychoacoustics, physiology, etc.) and yet perfectly in gear with the application domain. At worst, he is neither. It is unfortunately
common to see an unrealistic model being defended in the name of “efficiency”, or a poorly performing method on the basis that “this is the way the ear works”.

Modeling approaches of auditory processes (whether computational or not) are flourishing and it is not always easy to understand the specificity of the CASA model. On the other hand, many techniques exist for source separation, noise reduction, etc. (in particular, blind separation), which are not affiliated to the CASA framework. They do not necessarily correspond to perceptual mechanisms, but this does not mean that they are less effective.

5.5. Perspectives

In spite of these weaknesses, the CASA approach contributes to the understanding of perceptual processes and to the design of new concepts in signal processing. Four recent developments are of particular interest.

5.5.1. Missing feature theory

There are situations when a CASA system (or similar) does not succeed in restoring some parts of the target signal. The corresponding data are missing. Their replacement by a zero value would alter the meaning of the pattern (for example, in a speech recognition system). Their replacement by an average over time or frequency is hardly a better solution. In some cases, interpolation or extrapolation from the context is justified. However, the optimal solution for a pattern recognition task consists in ignoring the missing data by assigning them a zero weight [AHM 93, COO 94, COO 96, COO 97, DEC 93b, GRE 96, LIPP 97, MOR 98].
Figure 5.8. Time-frequency masks used in missing data experiments. Areas in black correspond to available information, while the rest is missing. Recognition rates remain high even with a suppression rate of 80%. It is also possible to carry out training on incomplete data (after [COO 96]).

According to this approach, the CASA module delivers a reliability map to the recognition module. The latter module must be in the position to exploit it, which may raise difficulties in practice. For instance, many recognition systems use cepstral parameters, the advantage of which is to be orthogonally distributed and to allow the use of HMM (hidden Markov models) with diagonal covariance matrices. A reliability map in the spectral domain cannot be directly exploited by such a system. The use of spectral parameters instead of cepstral ones raises other problems [MOR 96].

The correct use of missing feature techniques is certainly a key to the practical application of the CASA approach. They can also be useful in a wider context, for instance for integrating information from different modalities. For example, an audiovisual recognition system can attribute a small weight to the image when the speaker’s face is hidden, or a small weight to the audio modality when the speech sound is masked by noise.

5.5.2. The cancellation principle

Conventionally, ASA uses the structure of target sounds (for instance, their periodicity) in order to extract them from a non-structured (or differently-structured) environment. However, it has been observed that this approach is not particularly
effective, and that it is not the manner in which the auditory system proceeds. Let us consider the case of two microphones recording two sources with distinct azimuths. A system exploiting the position of the target will yield at best (by beam-forming) a 6 dB signal-to-noise ratio reduction, whereas a system using the knowledge of the position of the interference can theoretically reach an infinite signal-to-noise ratio (even though, in practice, the improvement is limited in the case of reverberation or multiple maskers). Similarly, a system exploiting the target periodicity for reinforcing it will not perform as efficiently as a system exploiting the periodicity of the background to cancel it [DEC 93a, DEC 93b]. The auditory system exploits the background’s periodicity rather than that of the target [DEC 95, DEC 97c, LEA 92, SUM 92c]. The cancellation criterion is close to that used by blind separation techniques. Scene analysis by successive cancellation steps is a characteristic of Nakatani’s system [NAK 95a, NAK 95b, NAK 97].

Cancellation offers in some cases an infinite rejection (i.e. an infinite improvement of the target/background ratio), but it usually introduces some distortion of the target. For example, the shared (or masked) components are suppressed. Missing feature techniques are useful in this case.

5.5.3. Multimodal integration

The development of multimodal speech recognition opens the way for multimodal scene analysis, which would be more than the simple juxtaposition of visual and auditory analysis modules [OKU 99a]. There again, missing feature approaches are promising for the integration of modal data with variable reliability.

5.5.4. Auditory scene synthesis: transparency measure

ASA can also be approached from a radically different angle, i.e. from the viewpoint of an audio scene designer. When the audio material is assembled and mixed, it may happen that one of the ingredients is particularly dominant and has a strong masking effect that makes the auditory scene rather confused. Taking into account the various parameters revealed by ASA enables the prediction of the masking power of a source according to its physical characteristics. An audio transparency measure would be useful for the designer, to help in choosing the optimal ingredients. Such a measure has been proposed in the future MPEG7 standard for the description of multimedia data [DEC 99b].
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